
Stock, William 

4/11/2011 8:23:24 AM
'Cooke, Michelle' (michelle.cooke@cpuc.ca.gov)

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Bcc:
Subject: RE: Keifner Hydrotest Paper

Michelle:

Following the receipt Friday of Julie's letter seeking information on the hydro testing program there were 
a number of discussions over the weekend and one result was Rich Clark saying that we should meet 
with CPSD as soon as possible to discuss the program. We are going to try to do that today and will 
invite you too. As far as the first test goes my understanding is that the construction work is planned to 
begin on 4/14 with the test perhaps a week after that. I will get you an exact date and I'm sure we will 
be going over schedule details when we meet to brief you.

Bill

From: Cooke, Michelle [mailto:michelle.cooke@cpuc.ca.gov] 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:19 PM 
To: Stock, William; Clanon, Paul; Lindh, Frank 
Subject: RE: Keifner Hydrotest Paper

Thank you Bill.

I spoke this morning with CPSD about setting up a time to meet with your team to go over the schedule 
and protocols in advance of the tests later this months. As you might expect, they are anxious to see 
the schedule and fully understand the protocols. I have asked Deputy Director Julie Halligan to send a 
letter to her counterparts at PG&E laying out areas of particular concern that they would like to see 
addressed in the plan and covered when we meet so that we are all on the same page. I expect that 
that should occur today or at the latest Monday morning.

It was my understanding that the plan was expected to be finished early next week, so we were 
anticipating a meeting probably in the later half of next week, unless the date of the first test was 
imminent.

Can you let me know the exact date expected at this point for the first test?

Many thanks,

Michelle Cooke

From: Stock, William [mailto:WCS3@pge.com]

SB GT&S 0055249
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Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:25 AM
To: Clanon, Paul; Lindh, Frank; Cooke, Michelle
Subject: Keifner Hydrotest Paper

Paul, Frank and Michelle:

Here is the paper I mentioned yesterday on hydrostatic testing. It is quite a good primer. John Keifner 
is one of (if not the) experts on pipeline safety. He is helping us develop our testing protocols. I am 
going to set up a briefing for you as well as CPSD for as soon as possible on our testing schedule and 
protocols.

Bill

«Kiefner Hydro Pros and Cons paper undated.pdf»
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